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The Promise of Personalization

Today’s consumers expect vendors to acknowledge their personal interests and preferences. They are looking
for “my brand” and insisting that “my brand” be delivered in the way “I” want. In effect, by personalizing
communications, marketers give consumers what they want.
Smart marketers understand the value of personalized communication. Advanced variable data printing (VDP)
has paved the way for cross-media technologies that give many companies a competitive advantage. As more
and more print providers are adopting the technology, no one should underestimate the power of personalization.

Enabled by Advanced Digital Printing
Digital printing is a fast-growing field that is capable of producing a variety of products, ranging from business
cards to booklets. Users can design digital documents with desktop publishing software and send them directly
to the output device. Computers manage the digital printing workflow, from controlling jobs and equipment to
billing and accounting. This technology is capable of producing one to thousands of copies with fast turnaround
times and no need for massive runs to achieve economies of scale.
Variable data printing uses digital technology to vary one or more elements in a printed piece, in the course of a
single print run. Content comes from a computerized database, inserted according to “rules” on how the content
should be used for output — for instance, which pieces of text or graphics to use and where they should be
placed. As a result, VDP is ideal for taking advantage of the increasingly rewarding field of full-color, graphically
rich, customized communications.
VDP is also known as…
•

Personalization

•

Customization

•

VI (Variable Information)

•

One-to-one marketing/communication

•

Versioning

ABC’s of VDP: A Variable Data Printing Basics Guide contains a look at the benefits of variable data printing,
and an overview of the technology. It describes how to mount a successful one-to-one marketing campaign by
integrating VDP into existing digital printing workflows and cross-media technology — including examples of
this integration that demonstrate the benefits of variable data printing.

“How Did they Know I Was Interested in That?”
Databases contain information about each individual that can be used with rules to personalize each document.
Organizations can gather information through pull and push marketing campaigns, or even during business
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transactions. Companies can also buy databases of contact information for direct marketing efforts. Maintaining
a relevant up-to-date database is key to creating effective personalized content.
The ultimate level of customization would be a unique communication for each individual, tailored to that
individual’s information and interests. Short of that level, there are many other degrees of customization in oneto-one marketing.
Traditional Mass Mailer: The envelope is addressed to “Resident” but every resident receives the same thing
inside, such as a book of coupons. This basic approach has many variations:
1. The contents can change by ZIP code or other region (“versioning”). The coupons might be good only for
businesses within the same ZIP code as the resident.
2. The recipient’s name can replace “Resident.” Other basic information can change within the document.
Variable text and images: Both text and images change from document to document.
Page Selection: Some VDP applications, such as Fiery® FreeForm™ and PrintShop Mail™, are capable of selecting
which pages to output. For example, a college class catalog would only print the subjects that the student is
interested in.
Illustration 1: Basic Mail Merge vs. Enhanced VDP Capabilities
Special savings for Bugsy inside!
VALLEY VETERINARY CLINIC
123 West Elm Street
Townsville, CA 93760

VALLEY VETERINARY CLINIC
123 West Elm Street
Townsville, CA 93760

Andy! It’s time
for Bugsy’s annual
checkup!

Pet care tips inside!

Pet care tips inside!
Improve Gus’s dental
health, control fleas,
and make the most out
of walks!

VALLEY VETERINARY CLINIC
123 West Elm Street
Townsville, CA 93760

Special savings for Benson inside!
VALLEY VETERINARY CLINIC
123 West Elm Street
Townsville, CA 93760

Kelly! It’s time for
Goldie’s annual
checkup!
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Sarah! It’s time
for Gus’s annual
checkup!

Improve Bugsy’s dental
health, food selection
and clean cage
practices,.

Special savings for Goldie inside!

Mail merge technology allows only variable text (shown in red).

Special savings for Gus inside!

Jeff! It’s time for
Benson’s annual
checkup!

Pet care tips inside!

Pet care tips inside!

Improve Goldie’s dental
health, mane and tail
care, and find diet tips.

Improve Benson’s dental health, control fleas,
and make the most out
of walks!

VDP technology allows an almost infinite variety of text and graphics
within a print run.
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The Benefits of Personalization
Larger sales. Higher returns. Greater customer loyalty. Marketing studies repeatedly show that personalizing
communications can boost their effectiveness. Variable data printing, a form of on-demand printing, uses digital
printers to make customized communications more economical and easier for printers to adopt. VDP allows for
one-to-one marketing by delivering a personalized message directly to customers that increases response rates.
Growing numbers of printers and print customers are reaping the benefits of digital printing technology. As an
alternative to traditional printing, digital printing makes short-run color printing jobs more economical to produce
and makes customized communication possible. ABC’s of VDP: A Variable Data Printing Basics Guide focuses on
the lucrative field of custom communications, which has been made possible by the digital technology of variable
data printing.
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What Personalization Is

At a basic level, variable data printing is the use of databases and desktop publishing software to combine static
and dynamic elements on a page to create a customized printed piece. The content can consist of text and images
(including graphics and photographs) in electronic form. VDP applications take content from the databases and
integrate it into a document according to rules that specify which elements are used and where they are placed.
As a result, whether a print run is ten prints or 10,000, VDP can make each piece different by changing the
information on each print.
The value of variable data printing stems from its ability to support customized printing and make such printing
efficient and economical. Customization increases the document’s attractiveness and improves the effectiveness
of the message it contains. Because the database contains information related to the audience for the printed
document, the document can feature customized elements that have special appeal to that audience. This
personalization greatly improves response rates and customer relationships.
Today’s VDP is much more powerful than it was even a few years ago. It can dynamically assemble four-color
images, graphics, text and other objects to create attractive, highly customized documents, and is easy to use
with Web-to-print applications and other cross-media marketing campaigns.
Variable data printing used with digital technology is capable of a seamless integration, in which the name and
address, images and content can be changed as though the document was printed expressly for each individual
recipient. There are many different ways printers can use VDP to supply personalized communications.

TransPromo Communications
The combination of transactional and promotional documents, or TransPromo communication, is becoming
increasingly popular. Transactional documents, such as utility bills and financial statements, contain variable
data from customers about personal transactions. In contrast, promotional documents contain a call to action or
marketing message and rely on visual pizzazz rather than personal content to attract attention. Take, for example,
the practice of enclosing generic color promotional inserts with a monthly credit card statement. The recipient
always reads the credit card statement because it contains important personalized information — in this case,
the amount of money that must be repaid. The insert, in contrast, is disposable. Variable data printing offers
the opportunity to embed highly relevant, colorful promotional material within the transactional statement and
guarantee that its message will be noticed. The addition of color pie charts or other graphical representations of
data can make information clearer and easier to understand. (See Illustration 2).
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Illustration 2: The Value of TransPromo The marriage of transactional and promotional communications
incorporates marketing material with personal information that the consumer is guaranteed to look at.

Increase attention span and recall
Color emphasizes important points
and increases retention 82%

Cut through the clutter
Consumers are 55%
more likely to pick up a
piece of full color material
Generic Transactional

Document

TransPromo communications create an opportunity to improve and strengthen customer relations while
promoting products or services.

Cross-Media Marketing
Cross-media marketing
uses multiple marketing
channels to communicate
with customers in an
integrated marketing campaign.
Communication
with the customer should
take place in every medium the customer attends
to. The following example
about a sporting goods
store shows how smaller
companies can benefit
from cross-media and oneto-one marketing.
A small, sporting good
store expanded its business
with new retail locations
and was developing a new
Website. They designed a
multi-channel marketing
campaign to increase
5

Sport It Up!

Sport It Up!
Hello Richard,

Richard! Don’t miss the 50%
off sale July 17th -25th!

Welcome to your personalized Sport It Up! website. Be the first
to know about upcoming sales and receive special coupons.
First Name:

Richard

Last Name:

Jacobs

Email:
Phone:
Submit

Direct Mail
Contains relevant information

PURL

and links to other media

Contains information about the customer

Sport It Up!

Thank you for
shopping at
Sport It Up!
We appreciate your
business, Richard!

Mobile Message
Gives the customer easy access to information

Illustration 3: Example of a Sporting Good Store Cross-Media Marketing Campaign

ABC’s of VDP

sales and attract new customers,
while growing relationships with
existing customers. It used consistent
branding and messaging across all
channels to create the comprehensive
campaign. In order to drive business,
they used personalized direct mail,
emails, print ads and interactive
QR codes as marketing strategies.
A coordinated message across all
channels and personalization was key
to creating an enjoyable customer
experience and relationship. Results
included significant new sales from
redemption of personalized direct
mail coupons and significant retention
of new clients.

What Personalization Is

Illustration 4: Example of a Typical Cross-Media Marketing Campaign
Database

Additional personalized
marketing materials
Ex. Alert to upcoming sale

Initial Campaign
TransPromo, Direct mail, or email

Document contains PURL
www.domain.com/johnsmith

Follow up/ Thank you
Email, direct email, etc.

Save Responses in
Database
Personalized survey with
pre-filled in Info about

the customer
The cross-media marketing campaign
was able to attract customers across
multiple channels and made a far
greater impact than generic direct
mail. The continuous branding and messaging across all channels created a unique and positive experience for
customers (See Illustration 3). This is an example of personalized marketing in which the actual value of any one
sale is not substantial, but the value of a customer relationship is significant.

Personalized URLs
Personalized URLs create one-to-one communication as a call to action for customers to respond to a personalized
Web page. PURLs can work as variable data Web pages — much like printed VDP documents. For example, a
printed direct mail card would contain a PURL, which would send the customer to a personalized landing page on
the Internet. PURLs typically have the same look and feel as the direct mail and optimize conversation with highly
relevant content for the customer. The combination of VDP and other digital channels allows for a more unified
cross-media marketing campaign.

Benefits for Marketers
Print continues to be a key factor in personalized direct marketing campaigns. Personalized marketing programs
increase overall revenues and profits as well as improve response rates and customer loyalty. VDP continues and
digital solutions and expand the reach of cross-media marketing and personalized communication.
Today’s trend toward targeted marketing will only intensify. With its intelligent database-driven focus, and
dynamic visuals, VDP technology thrives in the competitive marketing environment. For organizations with the
right resources, marketing support and business knowledge, VDP is more than just a powerful tool; it’s a strategic
necessity.
For print specifiers, the bottom-line benefit of variable data printing and cross-media marketing is a more effective
way of communicating a message to customers and allow them to:
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Chart 1: Response Rates to Personalized Campaigns by Vertical Market

• Achieve higher return on investment.
• Track responses and gather customer 		
information.
• Do more cost-effective promotions.
• Optimize targeted communications.
• Gain greater mind share by providing 		
relevant information.

Benefits for Print Providers
Print providers, such as digital print service
bureaus, commercial printers and quick
printers, should care about VDP because the
technology enables them to offer additional
services—such as those listed in Chart 2—to
their end customers, the print specifiers. VDP
and the services related to it add value to
the printed page and encourage customer
loyalty. It would be much more difficult for the customer to establish a new relationship with a different service
provider for each of the additional services.
Service providers gain the opportunity to move away from the price pressures of commodity-based pricing to
value-based pricing. They can switch from pricing by the cost per page to pricing based on the value of services
provided in a complete job.
For print providers, the bottom-line benefit of VDP is
increased business opportunities that translate into
new services that command higher profits.

Because variable data printing depends on the use of databases, print providers
can expand their service portfolios and tap into new revenue streams:
• Data clean-up: Removing obsolete

• Customized campaign management:

records and incorrect information;

Advising customers on creating and

eliminate redundant entries

running a variable data marketing

• Data mining: Searching large volumes
of data for information relevant to a
specific purpose
• Specialized design services: Creating
document layouts and templates for
variable data
• Resource management: Storing,
tracking, updating, and otherwise
managing a customer’s digital

campaign
• Response monitoring/reporting:
Tracking and analyzing feedback
to marketing campaigns to help
customers measure success
• Cross-media services: Re-purposing
output for different media, such as
direct mail, email, PURLs, or mobile
devices

assets, including files and databases
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Chart 2: New Business Opportunities

How Personalization Works

All forms of one-to-one marketing require information about the customer and can involve gathering more
information about the customer after an initial contact. This knowledge of the customer and the customer’s
interests is necessary to create the personalized communication that establishes a one-to-one relationship.
The advertiser must be able to target customers who would be interested in the advertised product, and then
personalize the promotion in ways that are attractive to those customers. Information must be more than just
personalized, but also relevant and intriguing.
The marketer must maintain a delicate balance between collecting information and maintaining the consumer’s
trust that the information will be used for the consumer’s benefit. They can do so by using the information they
have assembled to add value to the consumer’s activities on the consumer’s terms.
Through credit-card receipts, for example, a financial services company might learn that a customer has children
and shops regularly at a particular children’s clothing store. The company could use that information to build
customer satisfaction and loyalty by offering money-saving discounts for children’s clothing and toys. This use of
the customer’s data benefits the customer. An inappropriate use of the data would challenge the relationship and
risk turning the customer away.

Components of Variable Data Printing
Illustration 5 and the definitions below show the major elements in a typical variable data printing project.
Database: For most variable data printing, a simple table containing the information, such as first name, last name
and address, that will vary between each document. Applications such as Microsoft® Excel® or FileMaker Pro® can
create such databases.
Digital Assets: Users can store variable content like images and graphics in a digital asset management (DAM)
system or in a location that the database will reference to locate the correct file.
Business rules: These rules specify what variable content to use and where to place it within the document. Rules
can use conditional formatting to select content depending on information in the database. Users can write or
program them in the variable data printing applications.
Layout: Use common desktop publishing or word-processing software to create a template for the document. The
design must accommodate the placement of variable content. Some desktop publishing software uses plug-in
VDP applications to assign rules for the layout.
VDP applications: Software that is capable of creating layouts for static and dynamic content and connects with
the database to assign what and where to place content. The application prepares the document for printing.
Output devices: Printing devices that turn the digital files into hard-copy prints.
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Illustration 5: VDP Workflow Files can be created and submitted to a VDP application from
desktop publishing applications or Web-to-Print digital front ends (DFE). The VDP application
assigns business rules and connects to a database with the information to input into the layout.
The correct VDP language that the printer is capable of processing is assigned. The created
document(s) are then sent to a print server and output on a digital printer.

▶

▶
Database
Digital Assets

Desktop Publishing
Web-to-Print

▶

▶
▶

▶
▶

VDP Application (Generator)
or)
Business rules
Layout

* Plug-in VDP Applications can
generate rules and layouts.

VDP Languages

▶

Color/B&W server

▶
Output Device

Successfully Providing VDP Services
For print providers, the keys to offering successful variable data printing services lie in adopting a broad projectmanagement perspective and in partnering with their customers. Not only do print providers need to understand
the digital-printing process, they must also develop expertise in designing documents for variable data and in
the use and management of databases. They should be ready to help their customers justify the use of VDP. That
means reinforcing a strategic approach to VDP projects and discerning where VDP can add value to a marketing
program.
In short, successful VDP service providers integrate print expertise with database knowledge, graphic-design
skills and marketing know-how. These same elements apply to print specifiers as well, who need to look beyond
the cost of printing to the effectiveness of the overall marketing program.
9
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When a company already owns a database of information about their customers and has been marketing through
direct mail, it can understand the opportunity for establishing a more personal relationship with customers
through customized marketing.
Print providers can help the customer plan the marketing program by finding out some basic information:
•

Identify the customer’s marketing goals, whether they are customer retention, re-activation, lead
generation or something else.

•

Learn how the customer has conducted marketing programs in the past and help the customer uncover
what formats their end customers prefer. Remember that the end customer calls the shots in personalized
communications, and effective marketing talks to the end customer on their terms.

•

Understand what customer data is available. Can it support the intended marketing program? Can it be
shaped into a database used by the variable data printing system? Is there an existing database available
for purchase?

Using Database Information
The variable data aspect of a personalization project calls for a knowledge of
databases and how to work with them. Nevertheless, VDP service providers
can consider databases nothing more than additional inputs into the printing
process, just like standalone text and images.

A database should be
considered another tool,
in this case, a tool for
working with data

A database, or databases, of information about the target audience is necessary
to drive variable data printing. The customer may have such a database already.
But if the customer does not, you can compile a database from existing
information or simply purchase one. Since the printed product leverages information from the database for
its effectiveness, the database must contain all the names, addresses and other information that will inspire a
personal response to the printed product. Then organize the data into records and fields (categories) that match
to placeholders in the variable print document to be used by the variable data software application. The same
database can work for cross-media marketing purposes as well.
The designer must understand the available data and plan the rules, or logic, that specify which variable elements
will be used and where they will be placed. Design resources can come from the printer, an outside agency or the
customer’s corporate art department. Variable data is especially effective when placed where the end customer
does not expect it. For example, the end customer’s name could integrate into a photograph of the product as
though the name had been embossed on the product. There is a great deal of room for creativity in this process
— both in graphic design and database innovation.
A comprehensive direct marketing campaign can create a consistent message that expands over multiple
marketing channels. Software applications, such as DirectSmile® and XMPie®, integrate printed VDP campaigns
to the Internet and mobile devices. This expands the reach of the campaign and maximizes the use of the
customer database.

Campaign Measurement
The VDP service provider must be ready to help the customer focus on the overall value of personalized
communications — in particular, the higher returns from such marketing — instead of the cost of printing alone.
It is possible to maximize cost-effectiveness from the start by zeroing in on a select segment of customers that are
likely to yield the highest returns. Print solutions provide an effective starting spot for a personalized marketing
10
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campaign. Approximately 33.1% of direct mail is digitally printed in full color to create effective marketing pieces.
Personalizing these is the logical next step.
The marketing industry has developed many measures of results that take into account the complex influences
on consumer behavior. Whatever measures are actually used have several aspects in common:
•

Response mechanism: There must be a means of gathering data on the end customer’s response to the
marketing program. This can be as simple as records of a purchase or telephone inquiry. It can take the
form of a Website or mobile response that the end customer can use to register their interest.

•

Reporting function: Gather and report response data over time. Specify the length of the program and
frequency of reports. The format of the reports should display results in a useful manner so analysts can
find the information they need quickly and easily.

•

ROI calculation: Analyze, compare expenses to costs and calculate the return on investment for the
reported data in the variable data or cross-media marketing program.

Promotional/Demand Generation

Transactional

(Non-transactional)
• Catalogs

• Proposals

• Brochures

• Enrollment forms

• Inserts

• Bills of materials
• Correspondence (call center)

• Whitepapers
• Policies
• Promotional materials

• Contracts

• Press/news releases

• Invoices

• Newsletters

• Statements
• Purchase orders

Chart 3: Types of Printed Communication (whitepaper: Effective Personalized Communications for Customer-centric Strategies, CAPV,
July 11, 2003)
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VDP Technology

To be successful in the commercial marketplace, a technology — regardless of its potential — must be powerful,
flexible and economically viable. Because digital printing is not as dependent on economies of scale as traditional
printing, it allows printers to start with smaller projects and build up as initial success leads to more business in
customized printing. The key to growing a variable data printing service is first to select a VDP solution that can
be integrated into the service provider’s existing workflow and then scaled to meet future customer demands.

Databases Are Key in VDP Technology
VDP software applications use the information in databases as input to create the different versions of the output
document. A database is simply an electronic file that contains records of information organized in a particular
way. Users can store digital assets, such as graphics and images, in a DAM system. The database can reference
the location of digital assets that will be used as variable content. The two databases can work together as a
relational database that links multiple tables together through common records.
Databases contain records and fields for each record. Each record has a predetermined number of fields. In a
database about people, each person would be a record with the information about each person organized into
separate fields. For example, each person would have fields corresponding to their first name, last name, address
and phone number. A car dealership might keep a database listing the cars in its inventory (records), along
with the model, year and features for each car (fields). VDP applications draw these variable elements from the
databases, according to predefined rules, to create pages and documents that contain different images, text and
graphics. The business rules are created in the VDP application to specify what variable content to use and where
to place it in the document.

Using Data for Personalization
The information in the database would ideally relate to the audience for the printed document. It would contain
information directly about the intended audience, such as names, addresses, financial data or information that
they have disclosed in business transactions or customer surveys. The information can also take the form of items
of interest to them. For example, a document aimed at families with children might include images of children
at play with their parents or of products typically used by families, such as school supplies or toys. The database
would include information about the children. Having relevant and complete data about the customer is key for
an effective database.
Take the example of a customized marketing piece for the fictional veterinarian, Valley Veterinary Clinic (Illustration
6). To appeal to customers using one-to-one marketing, the small business created a full-color mini magazine
instead of a generic postcard to remind customers of their next appointment. The vet understands its customers
well and has compiled a database of those customers by name and pet attributes, such as type, size and doctor’s
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Illustration 6: Example of a direct mail piece using a database
Special savings for <PetName> inside!
<Gender>

Database
Contains the information about each customer and pet
and points to the location of the where the images and
graphics are stored to later be merged into the layout.

VALLEY VETERINARY CLINIC
123 West Elm Street
Townsville, CA 93760

<FirstName>!
It’s time for
<PetName>’s annual
checkup!

Digital Assets
Content that the database
links to for placement
in the layout to create
personalized documents.

<Animal>

Pet care tips inside!
Improve <PetName>’s
If (Animal) = dog,
(DogText), if (Animal) =
rabbit, (RabbitText),...

Layout
Contains the static elements
and placeholders for the
variable content. Business
rules assign what content will
be placed where.

Special savings for Goldie inside!

VALLEY VETERINARY CLINIC
123 West Elm Street
Townsville, CA 93760

VALLEY VETERINARY CLINIC
123 West Elm Street
Townsville, CA 93760

Kelly! It’s time for
Goldie’s annual
checkup!

Finished Pieces
After, the content is merged
and output the completed
document contains relevant
information for each individual
patient.

Special savings for Bugsy inside!

Andy! It’s time
for Bugsy’s annual
checkup!

Pet care tips inside!

Pet care tips inside!

Improve Goldie’s dental
health, mane and tail
care, and find diet tips.

Improve Bugsy’s dental
health, food selection
and clean cage
practices,.

name. For the printed magazine, the database will connect to digital content consisting of images of different
types of animals, different sizes of pets and advertisements. Using a variable data application, such as FusionPro,
and business rules that match up images with the targeted individual, Valley Vet can create, in the same print run,
a mini magazine targeting a dog owner and a different mini magazine targeting cat owners. The mini magazine
can feature images of different sizes of cats and dogs, and can remind pet owners when his or her animal is due
for a check up.

Maintaining Databases
The information is entered a database manually at some point in time. In the case of a telephone directory,
someone typed in all the information. In more complex databases, such as those used by enterprises to manage
customer relations, different computer programs that feed data into a central database gather the information
from different places. The separate programs might cover different areas of customer contact, such as from the
call center, off the Website, through field service and from sales activity. Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) is very important for gathering information about the customer and using the information effectively.
There are many computer programs designed to handle databases. Familiar desktop programs include FileMaker
Pro and Microsoft’s Excel. In an Excel spreadsheet, each row corresponds to a record, and each column identifies
a field. One column would contain all first names, for example, and another, all last names. More powerful
enterprise systems, such as products from Oracle and SAP®, store large amounts of information and crossreference them in many ways.
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The vast majority of VDP requires nothing more than a spreadsheet. Print providers can simplify working with
databases by extracting only the information needed and putting it into a spreadsheet. Extracting the relevant
information is called “data mining.” Print providers must identify the necessary information and who will extract
it, and then specify how the information should be delivered.
Most often, the information delivered to the print provider takes the form of a “comma separated values” file,
which is simply a text file where commas separate the information in fields. Spreadsheets and even word
processors can open these files and automatically place the information into rows and columns. Customers can
deliver the file on a removable disk or by email, like any other electronic file. The variable data application then
reads the file.
Just as desktop publishing tools and graphics programs have enabled printers to expand their services, skill with
databases can be the foundation for greater revenues. A database is just another tool – in this case, a tool for
working with data. Printers regularly retouch photographs, adjust graphics and layouts and coach their clients
on achieving the best print quality. They can also help clients combine “clean” databases by removing redundant
or obsolete information, or extract relevant information. Printers who can offer a wider range of services appear
better prepared than their competition and put themselves in a stronger position to win more business.

VDP Languages
Variable data printing languages specify a format for the data used in personalized printing. Select the appropriate
language according to the file format and what the digital printer supports. Here are several VDP languages:
•

Advanced Function Presentation (AFP): a language invented by IBM® that describes text
and graphics.

•

Fiery FreeForm and FreeForm 2: from Electronics For Imaging®.

•

Personalized Print Mark-up Language (PPML): the industry standard developed by the
Print On Demand Initiative (PODi at http://www.podi.org).

•

PDF/VT: an ISO standard for document exchange.

•

VI Compose/ VIPP: An open VDP language from Xerox®, used for the output of PostScript®
documents.

•

Variable Print Specification (VPS): a VDP language from Creo™.

Web-to-Print Submission
As more service solutions are being provided on the Internet, Web-to-print applications, also known as Print
e-Commerce, create collaboration between customers and print providers. Print e-Commerce has many different
functions and acts as a liaison between customers and printers by offering online job submission, job tracking
and status updates for variable or static print jobs. About 46% of U.S. print service providers own a Web-toprint system. Web-to-print systems can link with cross-media marketing solutions to drive revenue and increase
customer relations.
For example, Web-to-print applications allow print service providers to offer non-print services. Applications, such
as EFI™ Digital StoreFront® and EFI PrintSmith™, simplify job submission and create an Internet-based customer
interface. Web-to-print applications improve efficiency by increasing automation and improving customer
14
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relationships, and are useful for both print specifiers and print providers. As VDP continues to be more attractive
to clients, printers will adopt additional services to compliment variable data printing, and the marriage of VDP and
Web-to-print solutions will continue to be a growing trend.

EFI Technology Integrates into Workflows
EFI offers VDP solutions designed to fit into existing workflows so printers can easily develop customized marketing
campaigns, regardless of their complexity. In addition, EFI technology makes using VDP solutions easy for both
VDP veterans and novices.
Illustration 7: EFI VDP Workflow
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Database
Digital Assets

Desktop Publishing
Web-to-Print

▶
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* Plug-in VDP Applications can
generate rules and layouts.

▶
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VDP Application (Generator)
Business rules
Layout

VDP Languages:
PPML
FreeForm
FreeForm 2
VPS
PDF/VT*
* Supported by Fiery System 10

▶
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EFI Workflow Solutions
• Job submission
• Job management
• Job ticketing

•
•
•

Color/B&W server

Global object management
Legacy languages
Impostion

The latest in EFI’s Fiery technology delivers
fast, industry-leading, adaptable variable
data printing capabilities. Choose any
authoring tool and create static and variable
elements with EFI’s flexible and open, endto-end variable data printing solutions.
EFI’s VDP solutions include the most
comprehensive array of VDP languages
such as Fiery FreeForm™, PPML, PDF/VT
and support of other proprietary languages,
such as VPS and VIPP. EFI’s solutions enable
printers to take advantage of evolving VDP
technologies, regardless of the brand of
database-management system, generator
software, page-layout program or print
device they use.

▶
▶
▶

▶

The latest Fiery Command WorkStation®,
provides a single interface to manage the
inputs and outputs of the most complex
VDP jobs, and allows printers to manage
their Fiery servers and variable data printing
jobs from one location. The VDP Resource
Manager is part of Fiery Command
WorkStation that enables print providers
to store, view and re-use RIPed objects on
networked Fiery servers. Printers RIP and
then “cache” — or temporarily store — VDP
components for quick retrieval for printing.
They don’t have to be RIPed again. Along
with a high-speed printing device, Fiery
servers eliminate production bottlenecks
and allow printers to print VDP jobs faster
than ever before.
EFI VDP solutions fit seamlessly into
workflows with open, scalable tools. The
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capability to support industry standard formats, such as PDF/VT and PPML,
makes adopting VDP a breeze. In addition, editing and checking variable layouts
with imposition helps catch errors, which reduces waste and takes the complexity
out of VDP. Web-to-print applications, such as EFI PrintSmith and EFI Digital
StoreFront®, make job submission simple and enhance production workflows.

VDP Technology

Fiery servers support
all standard VDP
languages.

The high-performance, economical VDP solutions are flexible and scalable. So customers can easily develop
customized marketing campaigns, regardless of their complexity. Because the solutions are powerful and fit
easily into printers’ workflows, they also are highly cost-effective. In addition, EFI offers a comprehensive suite of
tools to maximize throughput and streamline VDP production.

EFI Educational Tools
EFI, as part of its VDP solution, has developed tailored support and service offerings for variable data printing.
Web-based classes and tutorials are all designed to help printers build and effectively capitalize on the benefits of
variable data printing. The Fiery FreeForm Sample Kit is a free, downloadable guide — complete with examples
and templates on how to set up and run VDP jobs using Fiery FreeForm technology. In addition, eLearning videos
and tutorials show in-depth capabilities and functions of Fiery server technology. These resources are available at
http://w3.efi.com/resources/overview.
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Personalization in Action

The Flora Garden Society is a worldwide, horticulture organization with multiple garden locations for customers
to visit. When they consulted with ABC Advertising, they had three goals: first, to increase traffic on their
website and capture more customer information. Second, they wished to decrease costs in publishing their
newsletter while making it more appealing to its readers. Finally, the Flora Garden Society wanted to reach out
to members and cultivate a passion for gardening across the nation by sending them a gift in the mail. The
following examples show how ABC and XYZ Printing addressed these challenges using variable data printing.

Cross-Media Campaign
ABC Advertising Agency
To increase Web traffic and capture more customer information, the Flora Garden Society and ABC Advertising
decided to create a personalized direct mail campaign that would appeal to customers’ interest and connect
them to the Website. The Agency also understands the target market and that any communication must include:
1.		 Mixture of images and information about gardens.
2.		 Subtle personalization.
3.		 A uniform style across all media types.
Following the subtle personalization guideline, the flyer placed the customer’s name in several inconspicuous
places and contained a personalized URL that can collect more of the customer’s information and interests. The
letter also contains a QR code that links to Flora’s Website to increase hits. The format of the printed piece and
Website maintained a similar look and feel. Together, the direct mail letter, QR code, and PURL created an effect
cross-media campaign.
XYZ Printing
For the Flora Garden Society, XYZ used EFI Fiery FreeForm as the variable data technology. Fiery FreeForm
is a unique technology that enables common (static) information to be RIPed only once while merging it with
the variable (dynamic) information that changes on each page. The software caches the layout, which doesn’t
change, to create a “master” document. This allowed XYZ to send and process the layout once, and to re-use
it for every personalized piece. A second, variable document contains the information that changes between
documents. The two documents merge before output to create the personalized flyers.
The printed piece was on 8.5x11-inch coated paper, printed in full color on both sides, with rich graphics plus
coupons with barcodes. See Illustration 8 for details.
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Personalization in Action
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Illustration 8: Example of Direct Mail Campaign

Variable Data
Information
filled in from the
database that
changes on each
document.

<FirstName> <LastName>
<Address>
<City>, <State> <Zip>

<FirstName>!

To find out where the nearest FGS tours
are happening near
<City>, simply visit the FGS
Website at: <PURL>
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Personalization in Action

Customized Newsletter
ABC Advertising
In the second phase of the program, ABC Advertising Agency again turned to variable data printing for to cut down
on newsletter costs and heighten reader appeal: a newsletter produced on demand, according to the customer’s
interest and location. Together, the Agency and the Flora Garden Society decided to customize and personalize
the information in the newsletter to produce relevant content. Versioning allowed them to change content by zip
code or region to inform customers of events that are happening near them.
To accommodate the different versions, the agency created several different articles and images. The newsletter
consisted of letter-sized sheets that were folded in half for mailing. There was a mixture of generic content about
the society, as well as personalized content for the reader. Newsletters could vary in page count, depending on
the stated interest.
The customization drew from the data collected from the Society’s VDP cross-media campaign and previously
obtained customer information. Using the QR code to access the Website or visiting his/her own PURL allowed
customers to indicate certain interest, such as gardening tips or gardening with children.
As a result, content that was relevant to the customer encouraged the feeling of a one-to-one relationship, as
opposed to a large generic nationwide newsletter.
XYZ Printing
XYZ used PrintShop Mail for the VDP application and Fiery FreeForm 2 as the VDP language to produce the
newsletter. Conditional page printing enabled XYZ to print only the pages desired. There was a possibility for each
newsletter to contain up to 12 pages.
The caching capability of Fiery FreeForm 2 allowed for all the pages to be processed only once, making the
printing process faster and more efficient. Versioning became extremely efficient because they could select which
pages to output and add dynamic content to heighten the personal touch. See Illustration 9.
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Illustration 9 - Example of customized newsletter

Step 1. ABC Advertising Agency
exported files from PrintShop Mail
with all possible pages to be included
in the newsletter. This file went to
XYZ Productions where they used
Fiery FreeForm 2 to produce variablepage-length documents.
Step 2. XYZ programmed simple
page conditions to “Print” or “Skip”
pages based on a value in the
database. Fields from a different
portion of the same database
populated the personalization with
name and address information.

Top: Trees that provided
welcome shade during the
summer months come into
their own when they turn
their rich autumnal colors.
Middle: Spring-time trees
in full blossom paints such
a pretty picture, but it’s not
around for long!

Something for Everyone!

Bottom: Winter at
Castle Wuerzburg,
World Heritage Site.

Above: One of the
decorative water features
in the majestic Versailles
Garden in France.

Beautiful Gardens,
Whatever the Weather!
It is often assumed that the best time to visit a garden is during the spring and summer months when gardens
are full of bright colors and interesting scents. However, throughout Europe we are living in a climate that had
distinct seasons and few plants look the same in winter as they do in summer, so in actual fact it is really interesting
to visit our gardens at any time of the year.
SPRING
When you visit a garden during the spring months you are uplifted with a feeling of hope and anticipation

TRADITIONAL ENGLISH COTTAGE GARDENS
The quintessential English cottage garden conquers
up images of tumbling of plants filling every available
space and climbers running up walls and fences. It is
a garden full of color and life… every single one is
different and every single one reflects the location,
the space and the personalities of the gardeners.

As we are in the privileged position of having access
to gardens across the whole of Europe, this provides
us with a unique opportunity to share a huge variety
of different gardens to our members. You will be able
to see for yourselves how different climates and cultures
affect the styles and types of plants that we have available
to us in different parts of our continent.

The cottage garden, complete with roses round the door,
is often perceived as the English national style… with
plants such as rambling roses, hollyhocks and Alchemilla
mollis tightly packed into the borders.There is often no
such thing as a formal planting scheme with colors

MEDITERRANEAN GARDENS
The style of the gardens in the Mediterranean are
becoming more and more popular, not only with
gardeners looking for some unusual ideas for their

following the long winter months. The first few small flowers to appear offer us the promise of the warmer
days and show the first signs of nature’s most busy season.The shrubs all start to bloom, and plants like Forsythia’s
are at their best with new flowers arriving every day. The vibrant displays of spring bulbs are always an impressive
sight with the bright yellow daffodils, beautiful tulips and crocuses making a fantastic display in many of our gardens.

own gardens but also because they often offer a
sense of peace and tranquillity amongst species that
cannot survive in other parts of Europe.

SUMMER
The summer months offer us an abundance of flowers and foliage which provides all our gardeners the opportunity
to develop some amazing displays of color, shape and texture. This is the season where some of the more tropical
plants come into their own as hardy palms, tree ferns and bamboos take on the form of living sculptures. The
oversized foliage of hardy banana plants and cannas form a beautiful backdrop to some of the most dramatic
flowers such as dazzling dahlia, glowing red-hot poker and vibrant hibiscus. While tender specimens such as
jasmine, lilies and citrus fruits provide us with intoxicating perfumes.

The designs of Mediterranean gardens often depend
on the local micro-climate and are therefore usually
filled with an abundance of exotic species in the coastal
areas, with the more sober Renaissance gardens and
formal patios inland. Shade is often provided by the
huge palms and Italian Cypress plants whilst lavender
and rosemary provide the fragrance… also look out
for some pretty amazing cacti!

AUTUMN
The autumn sun provides a warm light which enhances the beauty of gold, brown and orange – the true colors
of autumn. The garden offers a greater variety in terms of shapes and textures. Ornamental grasses are at their
most beautiful at this time of the year and set against the richness of the last flowering plants such as asters,
sedums and kniphofias can provide dramatic borders. Autumn is also the time when deciduous plants prepare
to drop their leaves and many are transformed from green mounds into a blaze of glory in red, orange and gold.

Welcome to the Flora
Gardening Society
Welcome to the Members Handbook, we hope it provides you with all the information you need to get
the most out of your membership. Your valued support makes it possible for us to work closer towards
achieving our mission of supporting and promoting the beauty of plants and gardening to the entire
European population. Every year our membership grows, and more and more people are opening their
gardens for everyone to enjoy!

mixing and clashing, resulting in some amazing displays.
ALPINE GARDENS
Alpine gardens provide a habitat for precious mountain
flowers which can often be very rare and unusual.They
can actually produce some of the most stunning flowers
imaginable due to the fact that in the cold climate they
can struggle to pollinate in the usual way so they produce
large & very bright flowers to help the insects can find
them. Also in their natural habitat alpine plants develop
dwarf habits so that they can survive the natural conditions.

“It is our goal to bring a greater awareness of the beauty of plants
and gardens to the European population and grant access to every
individual to experience and learn the art of gardening”

Top: The Society has
access to many Stately
Homes and Gardens.

ABOUT US
We are the Flora Gardening Society (FGS) with 16 country and regional offices across Europe. We
are the fastest growing horticultural organization in Europe and are unique in the fact that we cover
the widest geographical area, offering all of our members the exclusive opportunity to visit gardens
which are all very different and provide a wide range of experiences. We currently have over 15,000
members and are growing every day. More and more of our members are volunteering to open their
garden gates to allow access to other members to share in the beauty of their gardens.

Middle: There really is
something for everyone
to enjoy in the garden!

Edelweiss and Blue Thistle are the most common forms
of species found in alpine gardens but also look out
for the Alpine Toadflac Rock Plant (Lion’s Mouth) and
sometimes it can be possible to find more than twenty
different colors or species on very small patch of Alpine
Meadow… spectacular!

Bottom: We can help
you to make the most
of your garden and show
you how to enjoy the
fruits of your labors.

ANNUAL MEMBER CONVENTION
Every year we host a Members Convention which takes place in different cities across Europe, previous
locations include Barcelona, London, Amsterdam & Oslo. At the convention we update members with
a series of interesting presentations which include the latest developments in horticulture. It also provides
the opportunity to network and swap ideas with other members. In advance of each convention you
will be sent a VIP invitation together with an overview of topics to be covered.
We look forward to seeing you at a garden soon, and hope it brings you as much pleasure as it does us.

Above: There are
many different varieties
of fragrant roses
that can be typically
found in traditional
English gardens.

WINTER
Many people think of winter as a dead time in the garden but it is still a fascinating time to visit and appreciate the
garden’s subtle beauties as interesting stems are revealed and the evergreen foliage becomes even more impressive.
Plants like Cornus alba are shown at their best during this time of year as the green leaves are gone and the
beautiful red stems are revealed. Tree bark can be striking all year round but it is only in winter when deciduous
trees have dropped their leaves can your appreciate the true beauty of bark, which is not only lovely to look
at but interesting to touch. Frost can also bring a new glamour and sense of magic to any garden.

P.Blackmore
Patricia Blackmore, Director FGS

Right: Many of our
public members also
hold “Garden Open
Days”. Why not take
the opportunity to
discover the many
styles of gardens that
people design?

Our gardens are open all year round and we also encourage our members to hold open days for their gardens
at different times of the year in order to provide a different experience each time you visit.
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Our gardens have been all designed to inspire and
educate gardeners by demonstrating a wide range
of gardening techniques, new and unusual plants and
creative but practical design ideas. Throughout the
whole year, whatever the weather, there is always
something new and interesting to see in our wide range
of gardens... we truly can offer something for everyone.
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Step 3. Information requested by
each member was then printed with
his or her name on each piece. The
agency folded each newsletter in
half for delivery.

www.fgs.info
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Left: Crathes Castle in
Scotland boasts a fine
example of a traditional
garden that you would
expect from such a
magnificent castle.

FORMAL GARDENS
Some of our large flagship gardens boast
the most amazing examples of formal
garden design with their arrangements of
terraces and lawns spaciously laid-out with
ornate designs of clipped hedges, topiary
& formal flower beds mixed with statues
and water features combining to make
these gardens an absolute joy to explore.

Gardening for the future

KITCHEN GARDENS
It’s not at all surprising that kitchen
gardens are now starting to feature
strongly in many of our gardens as it is
claimed that the number of people
growing their own food is rising year on
year. Although often not the most prettiest

With the increasing changes in our climate, combined
with the fact that we have ever decreasing resources
it’s not surprising that more and more people want,
and need, to be doing their bit to minimize their effects
on the environment. We are doing our bit to educate
and support our members about the various ways to
maintain beautiful gardens whilst being ecologically aware.

For more information about the terms and
conditions of your annual membership,
exclusive advantages and offers, or if you have
any questions, contact us at help@fgs.info
or visit www.fgs.info.

of gardens, it is certainly one of the most
useful. Our gardens will provide inspiration
for growing many different types of fruit,
vegetables and herbs.

Ecologically aware gardening is understanding that
even the smallest action can have the biggest impact
both to the local wildlife and the global community,
and it certainly doesn’t have to cost you the earth

GLASSHOUSE GARDENS
Some of our large, flagship gardens
are able to provide you with the true
glasshouse experience, and they really

or take up more of your precious time. Ecological
gardening is about working with what you already
have and making the most of your gardens unique
features… growing plants which are naturally happy to
live in the conditions that your garden provides for them.

are worth a visit. Glasshouses are able
to create a variety of controlled
environments including desert, rainforest and tropical conditions, supporting
a huge range of tender plant varieties
including some rare, vulnerable and
endangered species. The typical type of
plants you could expect to see inside a
glasshouse include, huge tropical palms,
banana and pineapple plants, giant water
lilies, orchids and cacti. The glass houses
themselves can be very impressive and
a work of art in their own right.

It also means not using anything that you don’t really
need, including artificial chemicals and ensuring that
reuse and recycle wherever possible. By composting
our garden and food waste not only do we provide
valuable food for the garden but we also can reduce
the amount of rubbish we send to landfill. Also don’t
use tap water in the garden, start collecting rainwater
instead, it’s pure, natural, doesn’t waste valuable resources
and it’s free!

Year on year, many of us spend a small fortune on
bedding plants which just get thrown away at the end
of year, think about raising your own from seeds or
cuttings. Also consider if you are able to recreate the
same dramatic affects by planting hardy perennials.
Essentially becoming an ecologically aware gardener
requires you to be more in tune with your garden
and it’s environment and work with what nature has
already provided… try it, you might be amazed and
delighted with the results.
ACTION POINTS FOR RECYCLING:
• Avoid creating waste, by reducing the
amount you throw away

Above: Visit your local
farm shops or garden
nurseries to buy produce
or plants as an alternative
to the larger stores.
Middle: Consider planting
new trees to replace any
old ones that get removed.
Bottom: Growing fruit
and vegetables in your
garden along side plants
and flowers, can be
very rewarding.

• Repair items instead of buying new ones
• Reduce landfill, don’t throw anyway anything
in general rubbish that could be recycled
• Reuse any items that might have served
their original purpose
• Compost waste materials instead of
throwing them away
• Buy wisely, always look to purchase products
which utilize recycled materials

WILDLIFE GARDENS
Watching wildlife in the gardens can be
such a treat and some of our gardens
have dedicated nature reserve areas
specifically designed for attracting wildlife.
These nature reserves provide haven to
many animals such as birds, butterflies,
frogs, bats and hedgehogs by offering
them food and shelter. An added bonus
is the wild flowers that grow in these
types of conditions such as poppies,
daisies and buttercups which can
provide a stunning display of color.
www.fgs.info
www.fgs.info
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Top: Trees that provided
welcome shade during the
summer months come into
their own when they turn
their rich autumnal colors.

Members Handbook

Middle: Spring-time trees
in full blossom paints such
a pretty picture, but it’s not
around for long!
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Bottom: Winter at
Castle Wuerzburg,
World Heritage Site.

Welcome to the Flora
Gardening Society

For more information about the terms and
conditions of your annual membership,
exclusive advantages and offers, or if you have
any questions, contact us at help@fgs.info
or visit www.fgs.info.

Beautiful Gardens,
Whatever the Weather!

Welcome to the Members Handbook, we hope it provides you with all the information you need to get
the most out of your membership. Your valued support makes it possible for us to work closer towards
achieving our mission of supporting and promoting the beauty of plants and gardening to the entire
European population. Every year our membership grows, and more and more people are opening their

It is often assumed that the best time to visit a garden is during the spring and summer months when gardens
are full of bright colors and interesting scents. However, throughout Europe we are living in a climate that had
distinct seasons and few plants look the same in winter as they do in summer, so in actual fact it is really interesting
to visit our gardens at any time of the year.

gardens for everyone to enjoy!

SPRING
When you visit a garden during the spring months you are uplifted with a feeling of hope and anticipation
following the long winter months. The first few small flowers to appear offer us the promise of the warmer
days and show the first signs of nature’s most busy season.The shrubs all start to bloom, and plants like Forsythia’s
are at their best with new flowers arriving every day. The vibrant displays of spring bulbs are always an impressive
sight with the bright yellow daffodils, beautiful tulips and crocuses making a fantastic display in many of our gardens.

Top: The Society has
access to many Stately
Homes and Gardens.
Middle: There really is
something for everyone
to enjoy in the garden!

SUMMER
The summer months offer us an abundance of flowers and foliage which provides all our gardeners the opportunity
to develop some amazing displays of color, shape and texture. This is the season where some of the more tropical
plants come into their own as hardy palms, tree ferns and bamboos take on the form of living sculptures. The
oversized foliage of hardy banana plants and cannas form a beautiful backdrop to some of the most dramatic
flowers such as dazzling dahlia, glowing red-hot poker and vibrant hibiscus. While tender specimens such as
jasmine, lilies and citrus fruits provide us with intoxicating perfumes.

Bottom: We can help
you to make the most
of your garden and show
you how to enjoy the
fruits of your labors.

“It is our goal to bring a greater awareness of the beauty of plants
and gardens to the European population and grant access to every
individual to experience and learn the art of gardening”
ABOUT US
We are the Flora Gardening Society (FGS) with 16 country and regional offices across Europe. We

FGS

are the fastest growing horticultural organization in Europe and are unique in the fact that we cover
the widest geographical area, offering all of our members the exclusive opportunity to visit gardens
which are all very different and provide a wide range of experiences. We currently have over 15,000
members and are growing every day. More and more of our members are volunteering to open their
garden gates to allow access to other members to share in the beauty of their gardens.

M e m b e r s

ANNUAL MEMBER CONVENTION
Every year we host a Members Convention which takes place in different cities across Europe, previous
locations include Barcelona, London, Amsterdam & Oslo. At the convention we update members with
a series of interesting presentations which include the latest developments in horticulture. It also provides

AUTUMN
The autumn sun provides a warm light which enhances the beauty of gold, brown and orange – the true colors
of autumn. The garden offers a greater variety in terms of shapes and textures. Ornamental grasses are at their
most beautiful at this time of the year and set against the richness of the last flowering plants such as asters,
sedums and kniphofias can provide dramatic borders. Autumn is also the time when deciduous plants prepare
to drop their leaves and many are transformed from green mounds into a blaze of glory in red, orange and gold.

For more information, visit our website at :www.fgs.info

the opportunity to network and swap ideas with other members. In advance of each convention you
will be sent a VIP invitation together with an overview of topics to be covered.
We look forward to seeing you at a garden soon, and hope it brings you as much pleasure as it does us.

P.Blackmore

WINTER
Many people think of winter as a dead time in the garden but it is still a fascinating time to visit and appreciate the
garden’s subtle beauties as interesting stems are revealed and the evergreen foliage becomes even more impressive.
Plants like Cornus alba are shown at their best during this time of year as the green leaves are gone and the
beautiful red stems are revealed. Tree bark can be striking all year round but it is only in winter when deciduous
trees have dropped their leaves can your appreciate the true beauty of bark, which is not only lovely to look
at but interesting to touch. Frost can also bring a new glamour and sense of magic to any garden.

Patricia Blackmore, Director FGS

Our gardens are open all year round and we also encourage our members to hold open days for their gardens
at different times of the year in order to provide a different experience each time you visit.
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Personalization in Action

Personalized Gift
ABC Advertising
Finally, to reach new customers, the Agency came up with the idea to mail members a personalized seed
packet. There would be multiple types of seeds for flowers and vegetables, depending on the member’s interest.
Customer information would be available through transactions, as well as from the previous direct mail flyer
and PURL campaign. By blending all this information into a relational database, ABC was able to incorporate
customer preferences to create the seed packages.
Using the newly updated Website, customers could indicate what types of flowers and vegetables he or she
liked. This personalized product would be the perfect way to make the customer feel important and increase
interest in the society.
FreeForm allows up to 100 masters to be stored on the Fiery server at a time. The various types of seeds can be
sorted into different master documents; then XYZ can merge the variable content with the master to expedite
the RIPing process.
XYZ Printing
XYZ easily produced the personalized seed packages by marrying VDP technology and high-tech digital presses
for a unique one-to-one marketing campaign. The agency consolidated seed packets by placing multiple packets
on a sheet to reduce waste. See Illustration 10.
Efficiency and accuracy made XYZ Productions a great partner with ABC Advertising, and the Flora Garden
Society was very pleased with their comprehensive marketing campaign.
Illustration 10: Personalized Seed Packet Example

8/29/12 10:49 AM

For more information, visit
www.fgs.info.com.

Depth
5 inches
Sunlight Water
All Day 4/week
Seed
Daisy

Thank you for visiting our
Alpine Garden!

Susan’s
Seeds

We appreciate your visit and interest in the
Flora Garden Society. To cultivate a love of
gardening and promote growing your own
garden, please enjoy these complimentary
flower seeds.

Finished seed packet.

Amanda’s
Seeds

Thank you for visiting our
Alpine Garden!
We appreciate your visit and interest in the
Flora Garden Society. To cultivate a love of
gardening and promote growing your own
garden, please enjoy these complimentary
flower seeds.
Seed
Sunflower

Sunlight Water
All Day 4/week

Depth
5 inches

For more information, visit
www.fgs.info.com.

Depth
5 inches
Sunlight Water
All Day 4/week

Front

Seed
Daisy

Thank you for visiting our
Alpine Garden!

We appreciate your visit and interest in the
Flora Garden Society. To cultivate a love of
gardening and promote growing your own
garden, please enjoy these complimentary
flower seeds.

For more information, visit
www.fgs.info.com.

SeedPackageIdea.indd 1

Gordan’s
Seeds

Depth
5 inches
Sunlight Water
All Day 4/week

For more information, visit
www.fgs.info.com.

Seed
Sunflower
Depth
5 inches
Sunlight Water
All Day 4/week

For more information, visit
www.fgs.info.com.

SeedPackageIdea.indd 2

Thank you for visiting our
Alpine Garden!

Depth
5 inches

For more information, visit
www.fgs.info.com.

Sunlight Water
All Day 4/week

We appreciate your visit and interest in the
Flora Garden Society. To cultivate a love of
gardening and promote growing your own
garden, please enjoy these complimentary
flower seeds.

Seed
Daisy

Depth
5 inches

Thank you for visiting our
Alpine Garden!

Michael’s
Seeds

Seed
Sunflower

Bridget’s
Seeds

Thank you for visiting our
Alpine Garden!

Depth
5 inches

We appreciate your visit and interest in the
Flora Garden Society. To cultivate a love of
gardening and promote growing your own
garden, please enjoy these complimentary
flower seeds.

Sunlight Water
All Day 4/week

Thank you for visiting our
Alpine Garden!

Seed
Daisy

Amanda’s
Seeds
Sunlight Water
All Day 4/week

For more information, visit
www.fgs.info.com.

We appreciate your visit and interest in the
Flora Garden Society. To cultivate a love of
gardening and promote growing your own
garden, please enjoy these complimentary
flower seeds.

Seed
Sunflower
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We appreciate your visit and interest in the
Flora Garden Society. To cultivate a love of
gardening and promote growing your own
garden, please enjoy these complimentary
flower seeds.

For more information, visit
www.fgs.info.com.

Depth
5 inches

Thank you for visiting our
Alpine Garden!

Sunlight Water
All Day 4/week

For more information, visit
www.fgs.info.com.

We appreciate your visit and interest in the
Flora Garden Society. To cultivate a love of
gardening and promote growing your own
garden, please enjoy these complimentary
flower seeds.

Seed
Sunflower

David’s
Seeds

Thank you for visiting our
Alpine Garden!

Qinn’s
Seeds

Lauren’s
Seeds

We appreciate your visit and interest in the
Flora Garden Society. To cultivate a love of
gardening and promote growing your own
garden, please enjoy these complimentary
flower seeds.

8/29/12 10:54 AM

Personalized printed seed packets on a press sheet.

Back

Conclusion

Print specifiers, such as corporate marketing departments, advertising agencies and marketing consultants have
a message they want to articulate to potential customers. They want to drive and maintain a healthy customer
relationship. VDP gives them the option of applying a push or pull strategy. Push marketing refers to pushing
information out to the customer, such as in direct mail. The vendor drives push marketing. Customers drive pull
marketing. The customer pulls information about the products in which he or she is interested. For example, a
car dealership might have a Web page where customers can select the information they want to receive about a
certain car model.
The two strategies can also work in tandem.
Potential customers who respond to the push marketing have an opportunity to pull more information, as in the
example of a car dealership with a Website. By specifying the information they want about a new car, potential
customers identify themselves as likely customers who already have a sense of what they want to buy and have
taken a step toward a purchase from the dealer.
The value of using VDP with pull marketing is that it is far more costeffective than push marketing. The customer has already targeted
himself or herself, and the vendor prints a brochure only for a customer
who is already interested in the product. The vendor provides more of
what the customer is looking for and less of what they have no interest
in. Illustration 11 shows a pull-marketing campaign in which customers
specify the information they want through a Website.
Print providers that want to optimize the opportunities of personalization
and their own investments in VDP, should look for customers who
would be most receptive to the idea of a marketing program that uses
variable data printing. These might include those who:
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•

Are currently implementing direct-mail programs.

•

Want to increase repeat business because of the high cost of
replacing customers.

•

Own a database of information on their customers.

•

Invest in personalization on a Website.

•

Have a high-margin product or service.

•

Have a large marketing budget.

Illustration 11: Web Pull-Marketing Campaign

Glossary

Advanced Function Presentation (AFP) — Invented by IBM for mainframe environments, AFP is a hardware
and software architecture and a language that describes text and graphics. Also known as AFPDS (Advanced
Function Presentation Data Stream).
Authoring tool — A software application used to create text or images, or to define layouts for documents.
Bitmap graphic — A format for describing graphics that uses a collection of tiny dots, called “pixels,” that
together form a pattern. “Raster” graphics is another name for bitmap graphics.
Component caching — Storing a component temporarily in computer memory, called “cache.” Use cache for
temporary storage of information that is frequently accessed or recently accessed. The next time the information
is required, the computer checks the cache first, greatly speeding up retrieval. When VDP components are cached,
users can quickly retrieve them for printing. When the components are stored in their RIPed form, printing
performance improves because the components do not have to be RIPed again.
Component — In VDP, an element such as text, graphic, or photograph that is printed on a page.
Conditional processing — Changing the composition of a page, including text, images, and graphics, based on
pre-specified rules or conditions.
Copy fitting — Fitting a block of copy into the space allotted for it in a document. Also called “text fitting.”
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) — Both a strategy and a set of technologies for coordinating all
points of contact between a business and customers. Encompasses sales, marketing, customer service, field
support, and other functions.
Cross-media marketing — Using multiple marketing channels to communicate with customers in an integrated
marketing campaign.
Database — A table containing the content and information that will be varied in the printed document.
Data mining — Searching large volumes of data for information relevant to a specific purpose, for instance,
looking for customers of a certain age group interested in buying luxury cars among a database of all car buyers.
Direct mail — Mail, usually advertising, marketing, and promotional in nature, which is sent directly to the
recipient.
Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) — A standard file format using the PostScript language for importing and
exporting graphics and formatted text. Many page layout, word-processing, and illustration applications can
create (export) and use (import) EPS files.
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Glossary

Fiery FreeForm — A variable-data-printing technology that works with variable data printing solutions from
EFI. It allows data that is used many times in a variable data printing job to be RIPed just once, enabling print
engines to run at or near rated speed.
Imposition — Grouping and arranging pages for efficient printing on larger sheets of paper, taking into account
the need to cut and bind the pages after printing.
Job Definition Format (JDF) — An XML-based industry standard designed to simplify information exchange
among different graphic arts applications and systems, including Web-based systems. It enables integration of
commercial and planning applications into the technical workflow.
PostScript (PS) — A page-description language invented by Adobe that is used for describing the text and
graphics in documents.
Metacode — A language that describes text and graphics understood by many Xerox printers.
One-to-one marketing (1:1 marketing, 1-2-1 marketing) — Marketing to customers individually. This marketing
process identifies individual customers, recognizes differences among them, personalizes communications to
each, and monitors responses.
Overset — A print situation in which the type does not fit in the space allotted for it in a page layout.
Page caching — Storing a page in computer memory, called cache. Cache is for temporary storage of data
that are frequently accessed or recently accessed. The next time the data is required, the computer checks the
cache first, greatly speeding up retrieval. In VDP, all the static elements of a job process once and the pages
then cache. These pages are immediately available from the cache and need not process again when they are
merged with variable elements during printing.
Printer Control Language (PCL) — Invented by Hewlett-Packard Company for its printers, PCL is a pagedescription language.
PDF (Portable Document Format) — A file format invented by Adobe Systems to describe text and graphics in
documents.
PDF/VT — An ISO-standard VDP language, created by Adobe, to enable document exchange for variable data
and transactional printing.
Page Description Language (PDL) — A computer language that describes a page for printing. Printers and RIPs
understand page-description languages. Examples include AFP (invented by IBM), PCL (invented by HewlettPackard), PDF (invented by Adobe), and PostScript (also invented by Adobe).
Personalization software — Software that enables the user to create personalized communications, or variable
data printing. See “variable data printing.”
Personalization — Making a document personal; customizing a document by using text and images that appeal
to an individual consumer.
Plug-in — A software module, such as FusionPro, that “plugs in” to an application and adds features to the
application.
PODi, the Digital Printing Initiative — PODi, formerly known as the Print On Demand Initiative, is a not-for-profit
multi-vendor initiative working to develop the market for digital printing.
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Glossary

Personalized Print Markup Language (PPML) — An XML-based language for variable data printing. Developed
by PODi, PPML makes variable-data jobs print faster by allowing a printer to store text elements and graphic
elements and re-use them as needed. PPML is a non-vendor specific language and is therefore considered to be
an open industry standard.
Personalized URL (PURL) — A Web page that is customized to an individual visitor through relevant
personalized information. PURLs are linked to a database and are an effective part of cross-media marketing.
Example: www.domain.com/johnsmith.
Rasterization — The process of converting code that describes text and graphics into the format that is
understood by a printer’s “print engine” to print them on a page.
Realizable page — PODi’s term for an 8.5” x 11” (or A4) single-sided page.
Raster Image Processor (RIP) — A device or software program that converts page-description language code to
a format understood by the print engine so it can print pages.
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) — A graphics language based on XML that includes instructions for drawing a
graphic by designating coordinates and drawing lines or geometric shapes in relation to the coordinates.
TransPromo printing — A combination of transactional and promotional documents into one printed piece.
Variable Data Printing (VDP) — Digital technology that links print engines to databases that contain the content
for printed documents in order to print pages that vary in content.
Vector graphic — A format for describing graphics through instructions for drawing the graphic by designating
coordinates and drawing lines or geometric shapes in relation to the coordinates. Vector graphics can be
scaled—that is, enlarged or shrunk—because the instructions for drawing them remain the same.
VIPP — Invented by Xerox, is an open page-description language (PDL) designed especially for printing variable
data documents.
Variable Print Specification (VPS) — A VDP language from Creo.
Web-to-print — Also known as Print e-Commerce, creates an online service for customers to submit and create
print jobs on the Internet. Streamlines job submission and processing while improving customer relationships.
Extensible Markup Language (XML) — A programming language developed by the World Wide Web
Consortium that allows Web developers to create customized tags that organize and deliver content more
efficiently. It contains a set of rules for building other markup languages.

References
• AppForum TransPromo - More Effective Customer Communications and Marketing, January 2010, PODi
• Caslon Response Rate Report, September 2010, PODi
• Caslon Personalized URLs (PURLS), January 2010, PODi
• InFocus: Web-to-print, In-depth Report on the North American Web-to-print Market, February 2012, InfoTrends
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VDP Software Applications

DirectSmile - VDP Studio		
www.directsmile.com
Document Sciences Corporation - xPression
www.docscience.com
Elixir Technologies - Opus		
www.elixir.com
GMC Software Technology - Inspire		
www.gmc.net
HP - Exstream		
www.exstream.com
Lytrod Software - Proform Designer		
www.lytrod.com
Meadows Publishing Solutions - Design Merge
www.meadowsps.com/designmerge
Objectif Lune - PrintShop Mail
www.objectiflune.com
Pageflex - Persona Cross Media Suite		
www.pageflex.com
PTI - FusionPro VDP Creator		
www.pti.com
XMPie - uDirect		
www.xmpie.com
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